
DISCLAIMER: By purchasing individual Tour tickets, or renting/buying-out the entire Tour, and/or by 
attending the Tour, the ticket holder, for itself and any children it is accompanying on the Tour under 
age 18, acknowledges and understands the hazards and limitations of the Tour in full and furthermore 
forever releases UWBG and its agents, employees or officers from all debts, claims, demands, and 
damages, actions and causes of action, whatsoever, which You or Your Guests may now have, or may 
hereafter have, as a result of taking the Tour.  Further, the ticket holder, for itself and any children under 
age 18 it is accompanying on the Tour, shall indemnify and hold harmless UWBG for any theft, property 
damage or injuries caused by ticket holder while attending the Tour.  The Tour takes place in a 13-
passenger tram that has lap belts but no side walls. Tours can travel up to 10 mph and make frequent 
stops as well as traveling over speed bumps and taking sharp turns.  All mobility-impaired tram 
passengers must be able to climb aboard on their own, or with assistance from a professional care giver 
that comes with them on the Tour.  A UWBG step stool is provided, but no physical assistance will be 
given from Tour staff.    

  

FAQ 

About the tour: While you may be familiar with the Arboretum you will also have the opportunity to 
discover new things about Seattle! Additionally, this tour is an excellent way to entertain out-of-town 
guests and take exclusive pictures throughout the Arboretums many prime photo locations.  

When to book? Booking in advance is highly recommended, at minimum three weeks prior to your 
event date.  

What about inclement weather?  Tours will run rain or shine. We ask that you check the weather 
forecast and dress accordingly if inclement weather is predicted. In cases of high winds, snow or 
impassable roadways, you will be notified in advance and refunded accordingly. 

Are there bathrooms along the way? No. Public Restrooms are available at the beginning of the tour 
only in the Graham Visitors Center. 

Where does the Tour depart? The tram will depart from Arboretum Dr. East, just behind the Graham 
Visitor’s center adjacent to the West terrace. 

Cancelations? All cancellations must be done in writing within three weeks prior to your event date. All 
cancellations made less than three weeks’ notice will be charged for the full rental fee.   

Is the tour suitable for children?   Including children is up to the discretion of the accompanying 
guardian. 

Is the tour wheelchair and stroller accessible?  Unfortunately, no. The tram does not have room for a 
wheelchair or stroller. However, you may store your wheelchair or stroller inside the Visitors Center 
until the tour has concluded. Note: All mobility-impaired tram passengers must be able to climb aboard 
on their own, or with assistance from a professional care giver that comes with them on the Tour.  A 
UWBG step stool is provided, but no physical assistance will be given from Tour staff.    


